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Abstract
We describe a simple protocol that enhances the communication between end nodes and “the network”. Other than
the majority of QoS signaling systems, it achieves scalability by avoiding per-flow state. We also show how it can
be used to decrease an adaptive multimedia application’s
packet loss ratio.

1. Introduction
The traditional black-box model of the Internet is not fit
for today’s world of heterogeneous services ranging from
e-mail to distributed real-time multimedia applications. It
remains an open question whether the continuously growing demand for QoS provisioning mechanisms will ever be
satisfied; strict guarantees can hardly be given without violating Internet fundamentals. Adapting to the network’s
condition is a way out of this dilemma: it is a networkfriendly method to enhance the quality perceived by the user
— a tradeoff between bandwidth, delay and packet loss, adjusted to suit the user’s requirements. The disadvantage is
that being network-friendly may well result in a service that
is just not good enough.
There are several reasons for this. One may be that there
is too much other traffic disturbing the transmission. Another one certainly is the fact that there is not much support
from the network: Simply put, adaptive applications are expected to “handle the situation on their own”. If we take a
look at some of the milestones in the evolution of Internet
congestion control, we can make out a trend towards more
deliberate information exchange between the layers three
and four:
In October 1986, the Internet experienced the first of
what turned out to be a series of “congestion collapses”; the load became too much for the network [4].

In 1988, the legendary paper “Congestion Avoidance
and Control” summed up the changes that were made
to TCP since 1986, including the well-known SlowStart algorithm [4]. It represents the first major step
towards adapting to the network: Packet loss got interpreted as a sign of congestion and forced TCP senders
to reduce the data rate, which led to an overall Internet
performance boost. Although it has undergone several
changes since then, this is basically still the way TCP
works.
TCP’s flow control got then supported by a complementary mechanism from within the network, namely
active queue management[2]. The most popular active queue management algorithm is Random Early
Detection (RED), which makes the decision whether a
packet should be dropped depend on the average queue
length rather than solely queue overflows, thereby increasing the rate of packet drops when congestions occur and forcing TCP senders to adapt more quickly [3].
RED can be regarded as a reply to TCP’s behaviour. As
such, it establishes some basic form of communication
between routers and end nodes via these packet drops.
Reference [7] turns this into “real” communication
(not just as a result of action): It states that the blackbox model is inappropriate for delay- or loss-sensitive
applications and introduces Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to the Internet. RED now sets a bit in
packets it would normally drop; this way, receivers do
not necessarily have to suffer from early packet loss,
but the congestion control algorithms followed at the
end-systems are expected to be essentially the same as
the response to a single dropped packet [7]. ECN was
extended with a “Backwards” functionality (informing senders directly by sending back an ICMP “Source
Quench” message) by an Internet draft which has expired by the time of writing. Backwards notifications
and Source Quench have a long history of discussion
among the Internet community — related ideas come

up every once in a while and are usually rejected because of the increased backwards traffic and problems
with scaling.
From this point of view, a protocol to support such information exchange in an efficient and scalable way seems to be
the next logical step.

2 The “Performance Transparency Protocol”
(PTP)
The most important principles we followed when designing PTP were to make it simple and scalable. Scalability
can be achieved by avoiding to put stress on routers and,
more importantly, avoiding per-flow state in routers; in conformance with the end-to-end argument, state is kept at the
end points of the network [8]. No per-flow state means no
state merging as in RSVP and no need for multicast support.
PTP packets can be multicast via IPv6, but the communication model used in PTP is unicast.
A server sends a PTP request which is addressed directly
to a client and treated by routers on-the-fly. PTP is layered
on top of IP so that it can be identified by looking at the
IP header’s “protocol” field. Additionally, the Router Alert
Option is used [5]. As far as packet treatment in routers is
concerned, the protocol comprises two mechanisms:
1. Forward Packet Stamping: Somewhat similar to
ATM’s “Explicit Rate Feedback” mechanism, where
a “Resource Management” cell gets updated as it traverses the network, routers add the requested information to a packet and forward it along the path.
2. Direct Reply: Here, a packet contains only one dataset
with values set by the sender according to its performance requirements. Each PTP-compliant router compares the values with its own; the first router that cannot support the specified service updates and returns
the packet. Since the redirection may put some additional stress on routers, implementation of this method
is optional.
The requests are identified via so-called Content Types
and subject to IANA standardization. The information is
supposed to aid in QoS provisioning and can therefore be
expected to concern links. Since each router is connected
to two links that will be used by the packet, one PTPcompliant router can make up for one non-PTP-compliant
router. Fig. 1 shows how this mechanism works: A packet
  that must be set to
contains a special field called
the value found in the IP header’s Time To Live (TTL) field
by all routers on forwarding. In the figure, it is abbreviated
as TTL-C, a small / capital letter represents the address of an
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Figure 1. PTP’s Direct Reply method

incoming / outgoing interface and the “?” in B-?-c stands
for a single non-PTP-compliant router.
 is compared with   ; since  is re  yields
duced by at least one at each hop,
the maximum amount of routers the packet has encountered.
If intermediate routers are detected, a router also uses information concerning the incoming link. In the case of Forward Packet Stamping, the receiver must be informed about
the initial values so that the maximum amount of missing
datasets can be calculated as

  !#"%$
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(DSCount being the number of datasets). Depending on the
data, the minimum or maximum value found in the datasets
represents the “worst” service found along the path and
should be used for further computations. If the information is incomplete (the result is not 0), it can be thought of
as an upper limit for the path’s capabilities. If, for instance,
the information is incomplete and represents a link’s nominal bandwidth, the available bandwidth can still be expected
not to exceed the smallest value found in the datasets.

3 Performance Parameters
While PTP should be regarded as a generic QoS signaling protocol, its specification encompasses a number of predefined Content Types [11]. Using these Content Types, the
most obvious QoS request can be made: “What is the currently available bandwidth?”
It is not easy to find an answer to this question. The definition of “currently” depends on the interval used, “available” does not necessarily mean “available to the application in question”. By the time a reply returns, the situation may already have changed, so in fact, a prediction is

needed. Reference [9] explains how such a prediction could
be made; since we want to keep complexity at the network’s
end points, we leave the calculations up to the application
and split the information request into parts. These parts are:
A request for a link’s nominal bandwidth (defined as
the bandwidth when there is no traffic at all) in bits per
second in conjunction with the interface’s address.
A request for a traffic counter  in conjunction with
the interface’s address and a timestamp. The traffic
counters do not imply extra “work” as they are already
available in the router’s Management Information Base
(MIB) [6].
While the available bandwidth corresponds with what is
usually called a “QoS parameter”, it would not make much
sense to use a timestamp or traffic counters for applicationlevel QoS specification. Therefore, we call this kind of
information performance parameters. Since traffic counters cannot be compared without keeping per-flow state in
routers, available bandwidth estimation can only be used
with Forward Packet Stamping. We outline an example of
the protocol’s operation:
The server sends a PTP packet with a request for a
link’s nominal bandwidth. This packet may additionally contain a request for traffic counters. All PTPcompliant routers along the path add their information
to the packet.
As it receives the packet, the client saves the information, determines the minimum nominal bandwidth
 and sends it back to the server.
The server now starts sending traffic counter request
packets. To avoid overflows (the counters are 32-bit
values), the time  between two consecutive requests
arriving at interface must not exceed
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To compensate for end-to-end delay fluctuations, it
is recommended to choose an interval $ smaller than
%&' ( .

"

For each consecutive traffic counter request packet
and for all datasets ) found in the packet, the client
calculates the available bandwidth *,+.-  as
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If, in packet , for all ) ,  +;:<= >? , the client reports
"1
the currently available bandwidth *  A@B$ *C+.-  6
back to the server.
This procedure is path-sensitive and therefore begins anew
if the number of datasets or the addresses change.
Network administrators may have their concerns about
deliberately giving this information away; on the other
hand, the information is already available via more
bandwidth- and time-consuming methods [11].

4 Evaluation
We implemented PTP for the network simulator “ns-2”
and simulated its behaviour with respect to available bandwidth determination across a transit-stub network with 100
nodes and a 3/2 mixture of Pareto traffic and FTP connections [12]. In order to see how PTP could be used, we implemented a “traditional” adaptive multimedia application
which changed the bandwidth in discrete steps according to
feedback and compared its behaviour with and without PTP.
Obviously, the available bandwidth obtained via PTP can
not be interpreted as the bandwidth to be chosen for adaptation — if a router has three incoming lines and one outgoing line that is 50% “occupied”, we cannot expect the other
50% to be available for our application. What we found is
that if the data is interpreted as a trend, the percentage of
lost packets can be drastically reduced.
Fig. 2 shows the bandwidth recorded by the receiver during one hour. In our case, $ was twice the RTT and was used
for the overall adaptation process. In the case without PTP,
the application changed the bandwidth to the next multiple
of the adaptation step below the measured bandwidth or increased it by one step if the results showed that the expected
bandwidth was 100% utilized. In the PTP case, the application increased the bandwidth by one step if *DFEG*H&3D4 and
decreased it by one step if *I:J*H&3D4 . Finally, we combined the methods by adding “normal” adaptation feedback
and decreasing the bandwidth like we did in the case without PTP.
We found that the PTP feedback enabled us to build a
very network-friendly application; in the example seen in
Fig. 2 — the RTT was 3 seconds, the adaptation step was
5 kbit/s and the starting bandwidth was 56 kbit/s — using
it reduced the ratio of lost bytes by 20%, while the combination of normal adaptation and PTP even reduced it by
42%. We ran various similar simulations with adaptation
steps ranging from 1000 to 20000, $ being half, once, twice
or four times the RTT, packet sizes ranging from 100 to
5000 bytes, starting at various bandwidth levels including 0
and we found that the only way to make the PTP/adaptive
combination lose more packets is to increase the amount of
background traffic to a degree where most PTP packets get
dropped.

Figure 2. Bandwidth with PTP, without PTP
and combined

It is important to be aware of the fact that the reduced
packet loss ratio is not a plain result of PTP using less bandwidth; fig. 3 zooms in on our PTP/adaptive combination
compared with a constant bit rate stream at 5 kbps. Although its behaviour looks more network-friendly, the constant bit rate stream’s percentage of lost packets is 19.1%
higher.

5 Conclusion
There is an obvious need for more communication
between end nodes and the network; we proposed a
lightweight, stateless and therefore scalable protocol to efficiently support this information. PTP has been proven to
reduce the ratio of lost packets at the cost of reduced bandwidth, which is desirable for adaptive multimedia applications. In particular, we expect PTP to enhance the quality
of voice over IP, where lost packets pose a big problem.
In our simulations, PTP was used in a very straightforward way; there are probably better, more sophisticated
methods to use the average bandwidth feedback. Further,
various other Content Types in support of well-known QoS
parameters could be defined. We also expect that a combination of PTP and the Real Time Protocol (RTP), which
directly supports adaptive applications via RTCP “Receiver
Reports”, would be beneficial [10].
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